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monly uses 1 kilowatt-hour of electricity per
day. Use cable of the right length and correct
type to deliver 150 to 200 watts to the hotbed.
To provide this amount of heat to a 3- by
6-foot (90- by 180-cm) hotbed, use 60 feet
(18 m) of number 19, lead-sheathed heating
cable. Use a thermostat to control the temper
ature, because this type of cable can supply
about 400 watts at 110 volts of AC current.
Lay the cable about 3 to 4 inches (7.5 to 10
cm) below the soil surface. Accurately follow
the manufacturer’s recommendations for
installing the cable. Be careful not to damage
the cable when spading the soil in the hotbed
(see fig. 14.2).
Of the several materials that can be used to
cover a hotbed or coldframe, window glass is
the best and the most expensive. More light
passes through glass, which keeps the bed
warmer than do other materials. Polyethylene
plastic also serves as a good sash cover. It is
cheaper than glass but must be replaced every
year. On cold nights, however, place an addi
tional cover, such as a blanket, canvas, or
mats, over the glass or plastic to retain more
heat in the bed. Be sure to remove the extra
cover during the day.
Plant seeds in the hotbed in rows about
4 inches (10 cm) apart. Cover seeds with
about 1/2 inch (1.2 cm) of soil. Seeds germinate

Figure 14.2
Diagram of an electric hotbed showing the placement of the heating cable, thermostat, and heat-sensitive bulb, which is used to measure soil temperature. Be sure to
cover the heating cable with 3 to 4 inches (7.5 to 10 cm) of soil.
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best at temperatures of 65º to 75ºF (18º to
24ºC). You can lower the temperature through
ventilation or raise it by using a transparent
cover (plastic or glass). Seeds may also be
planted in containers filled with soil mix that
are placed in the hotbed. When the seedlings
emerge, thin them so they are 2 inches (5 cm)
apart in the row. Use a pencil or small dibble
to thin and to make planting holes. Make sure
the seedlings receive plenty of sun and good
ventilation. Do not allow the temperature in
the hotbed to become too warm; high temper
atures cause plants to become weak, leggy, and
subject to disease. On warm sunny days, pro
vide ventilation by propping up the cover at
one end of the bed or on the side away from
the wind. When transplanting young plants to
the garden, take up some soil with each plant
as you remove it from the flat. Use a trowel for
making planting holes. Lightly firm the soil
around each plant and then water gently.
Hot Caps or Row Covers. Another
method of promoting early plant growth and
production is to cover seeds or young plants
in the field with paper hot caps or polyethyl
ene row covers. Either of these coverings
keeps daytime air temperature higher but has
little effect on soil or nighttime temperatures.
If you use hot caps or row covers, you must
harden the plants before completely removing
the covering. When the plants start to fill the
air space inside the covering, gradually harden
the plants by opening the hot caps or row cov
ers slightly on the north side. Gradually
increase the amount of plant exposure over a
week or two. You may take off the hot caps or
open the row covers temporarily for thinning
and weeding the seedlings.
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Growing your own transplants indoors can
extend your gardening season by several
weeks, reduce your gardening costs, and allow
you to grow transplants of some of the hardto-find varieties of crops. In general, seeds
should be sown from 6 to 8 weeks before the
date that you wish to set the plants in the gar
den. Successful plant starting requires suitable
soil mix; suitable containers; proper moisture,
temperature, and aeration; adequate light; and
conditioning plants to the outdoors. For
details on starting plants from seed, see chap
ter 5, “Plant Propagation.”
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